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Wrong mail in commit makes automatic spent time logging fail
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Status: Closed Start date:  

Priority: Low Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: Time tracking Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution: Invalid   

Description

When a user user her <login>@domain and not the mail registered in her account settings, the automatic spent time logging does

not work.

The automatic issue management works by the way (tested with refs and fixes).

Regards.

History

#1 - 2011-12-15 11:08 - Etienne Massip

I don't get it: where could this user use a specific email when using time tracking feature?

Is that a plugin feature?

#2 - 2011-12-15 11:17 - Daniel Dehennin

This is during commit with the '@' notation, see #4155.

If the user register the wrong mail in git config --global user.email, the automatic spent time logging does not work.

#3 - 2011-12-15 11:20 - Etienne Massip

Can't you map the wrong mail to the right user in project settings, repository tab, bottom "Users" link?

#4 - 2011-12-15 11:30 - Daniel Dehennin

The real fixe was to make the user change the mail setting in git or in its Account management, which is, by the way, not multivalued.

#5 - 2011-12-15 11:54 - Daniel Dehennin

Ok found something related to this demand #8818 and #4244.

Regards.

#6 - 2011-12-15 11:58 - Etienne Massip

Daniel Dehennin wrote:

The real fixe was to make the user change the mail setting in git or in its Account management, which is, by the way, not multivalued.

 Do you say that you tried to map the wrong mail to the right user in Redmine like I suggested but that it didn't work?

#7 - 2011-12-15 12:17 - Daniel Dehennin

No, my redmine administrator does not find the link, I'll try to look with him when it has time ;-)

Just setting the good mail in git and the next commit works, but this issue will happen as soon as someone is committing at home with another email

address.

It seems that #4244 will solve this current issue too.

#8 - 2011-12-15 13:57 - Etienne Massip

- Status changed from New to Closed
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https://www.redmine.org/issues/4155
https://www.redmine.org/issues/8818
https://www.redmine.org/issues/4244
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- Resolution set to Invalid

Daniel Dehennin wrote:

No, my redmine administrator does not find the link, I'll try to look with him when it has time ;-)

 I think that this is the better way to solve this issue right now.

I close this issue since this is not a Redmine issue but a misconfiguration (either in git or in project settings).
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